GSM based dual power enhanced LED display notice board with motion detector
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Abstract

In this paper, a new improved Light Emitting Diode (LED) Display notice board with GSM technology has been created to plugs in all the drawbacks in existing framework. The proposed model has an excellent display notice board to display notices or messages at places that require real-time visibility, thereby transferring messages by Short Message Service (SMS) through cellular device. The proposed work in this paper elaborately narrates the procedure to construct a display notice board that has the quality of displaying messages in continuously running mode, and enabling the user to alter the ongoing message using SMS instantaneously. This system also has the feasibility to bind with other devices such as PC or laptop. The best feature of proposed system is the dual system for changing messages. And also utilizes two way power supply such as Renewable energy (Solar Power) and AC power. This feature enables the proposed model to work under any situations which overcomes the drawback in the existing display notice boards. Additionally, a motion detector has been included which turn ON or OFF the system automatically if any motion is not sensed.

1. Introduction

A LED display notice board is perfect for displaying information's in the form of SMS and the application of this technology can be utilized for any applications. It can be utilized for both outdoor and indoor which makes it a perfect fit for any business or occasion. The LED display notice board is exceptionally productive and taken a toll successful way to spread messages to thousands of individuals, without any individual contact or door-to-door sales. LED is a solid state light source with few appealing properties for display application. In comparison with the glowing light bulb and Field Emission Display (FED), the LED is more vitality efficient which gets to be the defense of selecting LED as the main component. A conventional incandescent light releases heat energy as much as 98 percent instep of light energy while LED light emits very small heat and saves a bunch of energy. A GSM based LED display notice board is a device for showing messages by sending the message in the form of SMS through mobile. GSM is the most well known and accepted standard for distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

In this paper, a new improved Light Emitting Diode (LED) Display notice board with GSM technology has been created to plugs in all the drawbacks in existing framework. The proposed model has an excellent display notice board to display notices or messages at places that require real-time visibility, thereby transferring messages by Short Message Service (SMS) through cellular device. The proposed work in this paper elaborately narrates the procedure to construct a display notice board that has the quality of displaying messages in continuously running mode, and enabling the user to alter the ongoing message using SMS instantaneously. This system also has the feasibility to bind with other devices such as PC or laptop. The best feature of proposed system is the dual system for changing messages. And also utilizes two way power supply such as Renewable energy (Solar Power) and AC power. This feature enables the proposed model to work under any situations which overcomes the drawback in the existing display notice boards. Additionally, a motion detector has been included which turn ON or OFF the system automatically if any motion is not sensed.

2. Literature Review

Traffic light lamps (cost effective) using LEDs were built up in mid 1990s. However, before this, incandescent or halogen light bulbs based traffic lights were operated. The LED lamps consisted of an arrangement of LED elements in different patterns which noticed from a distance, the LED arrangement appeared as a constant light source not like the incandescent-based lamps there used a single large bulb. A wireless system was designed in the display notice board was not required to reprogramme in order to display a new message. This proposed work was aimed to create a mobile sign board which provides the user to alter the scrolling message using SMS service immediately. The user can change or update the message from a remote area. The previous SMS was omitted from the SIM regularly and provide room for the next or new SMS [1]. The application of embedded system in communication plays major role and the system using LED for such application is presented in[2, 6]. A notable application of LED display using Bluetooth technology which transfers the data from an Android phone [3,4], shows the latest trends in this area of work.

In [5] the authors used a GSM based module to receive the messages and LCD to display them. After, a system which displays messages received from communication devices were proposed by group of researchers [7,]. Here, authentication and attention (AT) commands from a microcontroller controls the system[8], which in turn gave robust and reliable results. In [9] the researcher introduces display design process using both hardware and software based on microcontroller. Consumption of power in LED display notice boards are very less. An LED display system
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using radio frequency is reported in [10,11]. The work presented in [12,13] explains a special kind of circular LED display. This display is mechanically scanned and displays the characters in binary format.

3. Proposed Led Display Notice Board Model

The system which is proposed in the current work uses dual arrangements for its functioning, i.e., it can use AC inlet as well as solar power. The electricity generated from the solar panel is stored in a battery bank. However for the continuity of uninterrupted power an AC inlet power source is also fed to the system. Another major benefit of this design is the dual capacity to change messages display (either by GSM technology or by desk bound method). This assures the uninterrupted message display at any given point of time. Another added advantage of this design is that multiple message gets displayed in the LED and also shortens the wait time to read the first message. It helps in commercializing the display system as second message column can be rented to another user for their usage. A motion detector is also embedded in the proposed design and its basic function is to turn off the system when it is not in use. This features reduces the wastage of power and forms a unique advantage in this proposed design. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the enhanced LED display notice board.

![Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed system](image)

4. Process Flow of the GSM Based Display Notice Board

The circuit construction on printed circuit board (PCB) had been designed according to datasheets of microcontroller PIC18F4550, shift register and LED matrix cube. The detailed block diagram of proposed model is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2: Detailed Block Diagram of Proposed Model](image)

The construction started from microcontroller IC’s master clear switch. This is very important work when it comes to electronic appliances. The function of the button was to reset the entire system whenever the user presses on it which means the switch is
in high state. The function of master button is, whenever a designed circuit gives problem, hangs or malfunctions, the user can press this button to start back the system. Then a voltage regulator was fixed to give 5V to the microcontroller. After fixing voltage regulator, a 9V power supply was given with help of adaptor to the voltage regulator. Before this procedure was conducted, the 5V from voltage regulator was connected to a 4.7K resistor (pull up resistor) then it was connected to a tap switch and grounded and was connected to pin 1 (MCLR) of microcontroller.

After that, LED matrix cube circuit was constructed. This LED cube circuit functions based on shift register (SIPO) which mean the shift register receives inputs from microcontroller’s port B and D, then the shift register gives output to the LED cube matrix to display. In this project, the shift register controls the rows and columns of LED cube matrix. In one LED cube matrix, there are 64 LEDs that will be controlled by two shift register. One for row and another one for column of one LED cube matrix. There are two rows and eight columns in this entire project. The serial data input (DS), shift register clock input (SH_CP) and storage register clock input (ST_CP) of shift register receives data from programmed PIC for the entire column's shift register. This means every LED cube in that particular row of column uses same DS, SH_CP and ST_CP. Then for row DS, SH_CP, ST_CP, it receives data from programmed PIC like column but here the second row of shift register receives SH_CP and ST_CP from the first row of shift register’s SH_CP and ST_CP respectively and the (DS) of shift register for every LED cube of row receives data from microcontroller individually. Its goes on similarly until the last column of the first row. Similarly the second row was also designed in the same manner as the first row. Then for the improvisation of the brightness of every single LED matrix cube, the shift register of every row was connected to Darlington driver of every row, which means every output of shift register of that particular row, was connected to Darlington driver of every row as input. Then the output from the Darlington driver was sent to the LED matrix cube. Every LED matrix was designed with one shift register and a Darlington driver for row and one shift register for column. The same design was set for all eight cubes of LED matrix. Four shift register was used to construct the entire first row. This means, four LED matrix cubes in a row, eight shift registers, and four Darlington drivers were used to build. In every column, one shift register was used and one shift register per LED was used in every row. After second row construction was completed, USB cable connection was done in microcontroller. PIC18F4550 is especially designed for USB. The connection of pin 18 with a capacitor is to prevent USB connection between computer and display system because USB needs sufficient power. Therefore, in order to prevent that, a capacitor was used as nearer as possible to microcontroller. The USB cable has four wires which are 5V (red wire), positive data (green wire), negative data (white wire) and ground (black wire). The positive and negative data wires were connected to pin number 23 (D-) and 24 (D+) of microcontroller. Then the red wire was connected to 5V supply and black wire connected to ground.[13]

After USB construction was completed, GSM connection was done in microcontroller. PIC18F4550 has UART port to connect with modem like GSM and GPRS. This UART has receiver and transmitter pins in microcontroller. The receiver and transmitter of UART is connected with GSM receiver and transmitter pin. The MAX232 IC was connected between GSM and UART of microcontroller because the signal of GSM carries different voltage and microcontroller cannot support the GSM voltage. So, MAX232 converts the voltage of GSM according to microcontroller and vice versa. The charge pump and external capacitor of MAX232 helps to provide RS232 voltage level output (approximately 7.5V) to 5V supply and vice versa. The MAX232 IC has four important pin to receive and transmit the signal which are pin 11 (T1IN), 9 (R2OUT), 7(T2OUT) and 8(R2IN). The pin 11 and 9 were connected to pin 25 (Tx) and 26 (Rx) of microcontroller respectively. And the pin 8 and 7 were connected to pin number 2 and 3 of RS232 respectively. Besides, the pin number 5 of RS232 was grounded and pin number 1 and 4 of RS232 were sorted.[14]-[20]

After GSM and USB connections were completed, motion detector connection was done in microcontroller. The microcontroller has three pin which are Vcc (Pin 1), ground (Pin 3) and output of motion detector (Pin 2). The motion detector pin 1 and 3 were connected to 5V and ground, and then, pin number 2 was connected to programmed microcontroller's pin number 40 (RB7) which is port B.

After motion detector connection was completed, power supply for the entire system was done with solar and TNB (AC) power. First, solar connection was done. Solar panel was connected to a charging circuitry and the charging circuitry was connected to a battery and the battery was connected to 2 relay module's first input. On the other side, TNB power adapter was connected to second input pin of 2 relay module. From the 2 relay module, the entire system receives the input. On the 2 relay module, two pins were connected to two transistors and the transistors were connected to microcontroller's pin number 8 (RE0) and 7(RA5) respectively. The function of transistor is to get signal (HIGH or LOW) from microcontroller. When the signal is high (battery voltage above threshold), the 2 relay module switches to solar power and if the signal is low, the 2 relay module switches to TNB power. The reason transistor was used here is because, microcontroller do not have the ability to control 2 relay module straight. Once the battery reaches above threshold voltage, then the charging circuitry sends signal to the microcontroller then the microcontroller controls the 2 relay module through transistor. The charging circuitry was done by using LM324 IC. LM324 works as comparator between battery (12V) and (5V). There was one relay connected to the output of LM324. In this charging circuitry, voltage divider method was used. 5V was connected to second input of LM324 as reference voltage (threshold) with two 1KΩ resistors in series and 12V battery was connected to first input of LM324 as input voltage with one 10kohm and one 100kohm resistors. If the input voltage is below to the threshold voltage of charging circuitry then the solar starts to charge the battery and sends signal to microcontroller to switch on TNB power supply.

Calculation of Reference Voltage \( V_{ref} = V_T \):

\[
V_{ref} = 5V \times \left( \frac{R_2}{R_1 + R_2} \right) = 5V \times \left( \frac{1K\Omega}{1K\Omega + 1K\Omega} \right) = 2.5V
\]

Calculation of Input Voltage \( V_{in} = Battery \times \left( \frac{R_i}{R_1 + R_i} \right) \):

To calculate the input voltage 3 case studies was considered for \( R_i = 10\Omega \):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Battery Voltage</th>
<th>Input Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If ( V_{battery} \neq V_{ref} )</td>
<td>12 V</td>
<td>10.9V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( V_{battery} \neq V_{ref} )</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>9V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( V_{battery} \neq V_{ref} )</td>
<td>2.5V</td>
<td>2.27V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ( V_{battery} \neq V_{ref} )</td>
<td>1V</td>
<td>0.9V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C programming language was used to write the coding for PIC18F4550 microcontroller because it is easy to understand, has freedom of using different type of data, and it is an efficient and fast programming. MPLab is software that is provided by Microchip for the development of PIC microcontroller. Through this MPLab, the coding was written to the microcontroller using C language programming. Once the coding for microcontroller was
written, PICKIT 2 was used to burn the program into microcontroller.

4.1 Interface Design

In this work, visual basic interface is for using USB connection through laptop or PC to change the message when the GSM malfunctions. Visual basic is normally to create user interface. Once the interface was designed, the programming for entire interface box was done so that, whenever the user connects USB to the PC, the VB sends message to PIC or microcontroller under any circumstances. The PIC should also be able to read the message that was sent by VB through USB. On the VB message changing form, the past messages or previous messages will be stored in computer to use in future if the desired or current message is same as the previous message. Figure 3 shows the sample of VB display in laptop or PC.

![Fig. 3: VB sample display](image)

**Instruction to use the prototype**

How to change message from phone GSM

1. Type password "123456" then space to type message.
2. Type message for first line
3. Type message for second line with "," symbol and without spacing. Example: ,ABCD
4. Press send message.

How to change message from PC

1. Connect to pc or laptop
2. Go to visual basic (VB) folder and choose "PC" file
3. Press play button in VB
4. Enter password to change or display message
5. Choose desired line to display message
6. After typed message in allocated place, press "SEND" button.

How to start the entire system

1. Give both connections to the system. (Solar and TNB)
2. Switch ON the TNB supply.

If the battery is fully charged or above threshold voltage the system automatically switches to battery, or else it will remain in TNB and starts to charge the battery if sunlight is available.

5. Results and Discussion

The design was successful in leading to the new breakthrough in designing the LED display notice board. The flow of the entire system is shown in the figure below. When the user turns on the TNB power supply after connecting with both the power sources (solar and TNB), the system sends signal to 2 relay module to check whether the battery voltage is above threshold voltage or not. If the battery voltage is above threshold voltage, the 2 relay module starts to work with battery otherwise the 2 relay module sticks with TNB to run the system and displays the message that the user sends to the microcontroller through GSM or USB. Once the battery has been fully charged, then the 2 relay module switches to battery automatically. The motion detector works only after office hours. So, to test this feature, one pin in microcontroller (RC0) was used. When the user gives 5V to this pin, the system works as "after office hour mode", if the user gives 0V then it works as "day time mode". In this project, interrupt function was used whenever message from GSM or USB is received.

![Fig. 4: Proposed model with Solar panel](image)
charge the battery. In this project, polycrystalline solar panel was used to give power supply because it is cheap and simple[20]. Function of motion detector in this project is to work at night time as a switch because the system will work normally at working hours (8am-5pm) and after working hours, the system will only work if the motion detector is triggered. The proposed model with battery power supply shown in Figure 5.

And Figure 6 to 13 explains the various operations performed on proposed model.

**Fig. 5:** Proposed model with battery power supply

**Fig. 6:** User interface to change the message through USB

**Fig. 7:** User messages for first and second row
Fig. 8: The message on display panel

Fig. 9: System is working with battery supply

Fig. 10: Message from phone to GSM modem
Fig. 11: Message displayed using Electric power supply

Fig. 12: Message displayed using battery power supply

Fig. 13: Proposed model without motion detector

Fig. 13: Proposed model with motion detector

6. Conclusion

By introducing the concept of enhanced LED display notice board, this work had integrated the features of dual power supply, dual option of changing message and inbuilt motion detector in the field of communication. Such collaborative powers and method of changing message had not been developed in a single device, and this work had marked the beginning of the new technology of combining two separate technologies under one roof. Therefore, this new enhanced display system had made the communication more efficient and faster. Certainly this model is able to work under any circumstances with greater efficiency, as it does not need any man power to switch off the system because it had been automated. Besides, in this design, the user is able to display more than one message at a time. From this the user of this display notice board is able to rental out the board as notice board and promotion bill board. In a nutshell, this work describes the new technologies used in the enhancement LED display notice board which is highly efficient than the existing technology and user friendly. As a conclusion, the input from PC or laptop and phone to the micro controller is done through USB and GSM to display the message. Besides, the motion detector has also been incorporated. On the other hand, power supply for the entire system is completed with solar power and AC power. In this project, all the circuits were converted from breadboard to PCB.
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